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ABSTRACT 

Several studies have found that noise in learning environments increases 

cognitive load and reduces a student’s ability to absorb, retain, and develop 

understanding of the content being taught. Although much work has been done to 

understand the uses and effects of video for distance and flipped learning, there is little 

to no research into the effects of audio noise in a video-based educational setting. This 

research effort is meant to help develop understanding of whether poor audio quality 

in educational video has adverse effects on learning similar to those observed in 

physical learning environments. Results of the experiment indicate that audio quality 

does indeed affect retention and may also have implications for viewer perception of 

the content. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

While working as a technology specialist at a large southwestern research 

university, one of my responsibilities was to consult with faculty and staff for their use 

of the campus-supported instructional video system. During a planning meeting for a 

new lecture capture classroom, the committee chair announced that a ten-thousand-

dollar grant had been awarded to purchase audio/video technology for the room. When 

the committee was asked to find the best camera that could be acquired for ten 

thousand dollars, my experience working with audio-visual equipment compelled me 

to suggest that it would be better to spend no more than one thousand dollars on a 

camera and the rest on microphones and audio engineering equipment. The committee 

chair seemed intent on buying a ten-thousand-dollar camera and asked the reason for 

this recommendation. I explained that audio is more important than video and that 

better audio quality leads to better learning outcomes. The chair expressed skepticism 

and asked me to cite a source; when I did not have an immediate response, I was 

advised to stick to technology. The committee chair proceeded to acquire the 

expensive camera; less than a year later, the department had to spend several thousand 

more dollars on better microphones and audio mixers due to numerous complaints 

about audio quality from the online students. 

Frustrated that I had been unable to communicate my expertise in a way that 

the committee chair would accept, I searched for academic research on the impact of 

audio fidelity on listener retention and related topics. Although I found information on 

the relationship between noise and various educational outcomes, no existing literature 
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appeared to address effects of audio quality in educational video. I asked a faculty 

member friend for help finding such studies. They agreed with my premise and 

offered to help find research to bolster my assertion. After they were unable to find 

research into the effects of audio fidelity on retention, they suggested that I enroll in 

graduate school to do the research myself. This research effort is meant to investigate 

whether the audio fidelity of instructional video correlates with learning outcomes 

such as retention and, if so, to what extent.  

Video has become increasingly pervasive in education much as it has in other 

aspects of life in the twenty-first century. Modern students are often referred to as 

“digital natives” who have grown up immersed in electronic media and often expect 

that video delivery of information, such as course content, will always be available as 

a learning option (Margaryan, Littlejohn, & Vojt, 2011). The availability of class 

lectures and other educational content being made available via video was already on 

the rise and became suddenly pervasive as the world found itself amid the COVID-19 

pandemic that made video interaction the only safe method for delivering course 

information to students. This collective experience has made more people acutely 

aware of the need for quality delivery of all aspects of video, though this need is not 

always able to be met for everyone due to access to technology devices and experience 

with production. An examination of what contributes to the success of an educational 

video reveals several factors that are essential for the creation of a useful educational 

video object. 
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CHAPTER II  

ESSENTIAL FACTORS OF EDUCATIONAL VIDEO 

An understanding of how several technical and pedagogical factors each 

function and ways that these factors interact with one another is essential for 

understanding the role of audio quality in educational video content.  

Audio Quality 

Audio quality is the degree of accuracy of a reproduced sound compared to the 

original source of the sound; people perceive sound that is closer to the original as 

possessing higher quality (Schoeffler, Stöter, Edler, & Herre, 2015; LeRouge, 

Garfield, & Hevner, 2002). The importance of audio quality in media is certainly not 

neglected in most venues. The amount of effort, engineering, and expense that has 

gone towards development of high-end microphones and sound systems demonstrates 

that people value audio quality in media.  

Audio quality is an important and sometimes crucial factor in the effectiveness 

of moving picture media. People often tolerate a low-quality image (or no image at all, 

such as with radio and podcasts) but generally will not tolerate audio that is full of 

noise, hiss, pops, and other sounds that are unrelated to the primary content. An audio 

signal free of such noise helps reduce cognitive load and allows the learner to 

concentrate on the content instead of enduring distraction from noisy or otherwise 

poor quality audio conditions (Chandler & Sweller, 1991). Clear audio can also help 

facilitate the creation of accurate caption files, which assists the general public almost 

as much as those who experience hearing difficulty (Kushalnagar, Lasecki, & Bigham, 
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2014). Much of the existing literature uses terms such as “audio quality” (Hines, et al., 

2014), “aural fidelity” (Cummins & Chambers, 2011), “sound quality” (Rix, Berrends, 

Kim, Kroon, & Ghitza, 2006), and sound “accuracy” (Lessiter, Freeman, & Davidoff, 

2001) interchangeably; for the sake of simplicity, this paper will prefer use of the term 

“audio quality” to encompass these descriptions. 

Over the years, academic research has helped engineers create better 

microphones for sound capture, build speakers for faithful reproduction of sound, and 

assess the impact of room geometry on optimal sound quality and microphone 

placement. Studies of online video examine the impact of file types and transmission 

on perceptions of overall media quality (Pocta & Beerends, 2015; Qin, 2014). Studies 

into the pedagogy and psychology of sound have examined relationships between 

sound and cognition, and studies on the impact of media on people show that people 

rate overall media quality as better and more enjoyable when the audio is clear 

(Cummins & Chambers, 2011; Donkor, 2011; Reisslein, Seeling, & Reisslein, 2005). 

More recent studies on the impact and uses of instructional video examine various 

facets of how video is used for education, but there is little on the direct impact of 

audio quality in educational video on retention and learning outcomes (Chandler & 

Sweller, 1991; Gilavand & Jamshidnezhad, 2016). To address this gap, the following 

section will examine ways that pedagogy, video instruction, user perceptions, 

technical factors, and audiology can intersect to affect learning outcomes. 

Pedagogy and Video Instruction 

Pedagogy is the study of how skills and knowledge are transferred in an 

educational context and the interactions which facilitate this process. Pedagogy is at its 
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core a method of communication for the purpose of education. Ideally, this process 

takes place in an immediate interpersonal setting where both teacher and pupil can 

communicate as fully and naturally as possible. Learning in person has not been an 

option for most amid a global pandemic, which has sharpened awareness of the 

importance of distance pedagogy. Although teaching people across time and space 

allows more people the opportunity for instruction, this convenience comes at a cost. 

Lessons take longer and there is a greater chance at miscommunication when it can 

take hours, days, or weeks for an instructor to interact with and offer feedback to 

students (Anderson & Dron, 2011). With less opportunity for timely feedback, it 

especially important that the distance instructor take care to communicate at the outset 

with as much accuracy as possible- both in content and its delivery. 

Technology is not in itself a solution: how it is used affects its utility. Since the 

early days of online learning, many educators have been rightly concerned that a lack 

of face-to-face classroom interaction could diminish the quality and effectiveness of 

the education provided. The general preference among faculty and students for in-

person interaction underscores the need for online offerings to be as true as possible to 

the physical setting (Picciano, 2006). An important factor in any learning environment 

is for participants to have a sense of social presence (Kim, Kwon, & Cho, 2011). 

Online learning can sometimes overlook established pedagogical methods; distance 

and electronic methods need to implement effective pedagogy as much as the mere 

mechanical delivery of content (Garrison, 2009). Pedagogical perspectives should be 

considered as important as the technology; it is important that the use of technology 

for teaching is “informed by strong theoretical foundations in order to ensure 
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educational excellence” (Herie, 2005). Pedagogy should not only guide the use of 

technology tools but should also help “guide the design of [these] tools” (Reigeluth, 

2012). No matter how the technological tools come about, however, the effectiveness 

of online courses depends not upon the method chosen but “upon an understanding of 

the medium and the application of sound pedagogical principles in using that medium” 

(Ascough, 2002). 

As a technology used to deliver distance education, video presents many 

challenges to instruction; there are often little to no opportunities for real-time 

interaction between instructors and students, and any such opportunities are 

constrained by the nature of the medium. The differences between teaching through 

video versus in a shared physical classroom alter several lines of communication; 

signals that pass readily between teachers and students in a classroom—such as body 

language, facial expression, and other non-verbal cues—are diminished or entirely 

absent in an online environment. An instructor creating video must find ways to 

compensate for the missing communication within the video environment, which 

requires an understanding of the technical factors present in video and the means to 

best make use of them (Khan, 2012). 

Video has been used in distance courses for decades via television broadcast, 

cassette tape, DVD, and downloaded internet video. More recently this medium has 

transitioned to streaming video and teleconferencing. Each step increases the 

convenience for the learner, who can now view their lessons via the mobile device 

they carry in their pocket. Educational video comes in several types, including live 

streaming/teleconference, lecture capture, and “flipped” lessons. Live streaming is 
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akin to a telephone call, where participants must engage with the course in real time as 

it takes place; this became a common format for online course delivery during the 

Covid-19 pandemic. Lecture capture adds a camera and microphone to a traditional 

face-to-face classroom to record a lecture delivered to an in-person audience that the 

learner can watch at their convenience. “Flipped” lessons generally consist of an 

instructor recording a presentation specifically for a video audience; this content is 

often assigned for students to watch before class—much in the same way as reading a 

textbook chapter—and helps free up in-person class time for discussion instead of 

lecturing. 

Several studies have shown video to be an effective distance pedagogy tool 

(Peterson, 2015; Shepherd, 2003; Tekkumru-Kisa & Stein, 2017) that is rated as 

helpful and beneficial by students (Bennett, 2018; Daniels, 2019; Donkor, 2011; 

Green, 2003; Simo, et al., 2010). Although video can be useful for education, a closer 

read of many studies on the subject reveals that the benefits often come with caveats. 

Video can go wrong in many ways. Technical factors in the production, encoding, and 

delivery of video can cause problems that detract from what can otherwise be a useful 

tool for learning. 

Early in the use of online instructional video, researchers knew that technical 

issues would present challenges to the use of online video for distance learning. 

Authors of an IEEE paper from 1999 anticipated the bandwidth and device conditions 

necessary (Latchman, Salzmann, Gillet, & Bouzekri, 1999); once considered a 

formidable technical challenge, conditions suited for easy video streaming are now 

largely prevalent for most students. That it took two decades to realize the tools 
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necessary for widespread delivery of online video helps illustrate how problematic 

technical issues in online video can be. There are many technical pitfalls which can 

affect the experience and satisfaction of the viewer, such as the bitrate standards used 

to encode the video, latency and buffering of the server used to house the video, 

bandwidth of the end user, and compositional matters such as lighting and cinematic 

framing of the speaker (Carter & Boyce, 2003; Dobrian, et al., 2011; Kukulska-

Hulma, Foster-Jones, Jelfs, Mallett, & Holland, 2004). There are many facets to 

explore, but examination of multiple studies of user assessment of video quality 

reveals a common theme: the importance of audio in video. 

User Perceptions of Audio 

Several studies into the effectiveness for video in education indicate that 

problems with audio quality are often evident even when audio is not the subject of 

study. In analyzing responses from participants of an experiment on student attitudes 

towards different methods of course video delivery, researchers noticed that many 

respondents complained when some of the speakers in the video did not have adequate 

microphone coverage to be heard clearly (Reisslein, Seeling, & Reisslein, 2005). A 

1998 examination of user satisfaction with various levels of video quality notes that 

participants tend to concentrate on audio and disregard the visual content if video 

distortion passes a certain point, which indicates that audio quality is as or more 

important than video information to be effective (Ghinea & Thomas, 1998). Chambers 

& Cummins demonstrated that technical production values of a video can influence 

viewer perception of credibility of the overall presentation (2011). A similar study 

found that poor audio quality can have an adverse impact on the viewer’s perception 
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of research being presented and the researcher presenting it, even if the viewer does 

not consciously notice the audio quality (Newman & Schwarz, 2018). 

A 2001 research effort into the interaction of audio and video factors on viewer 

assessment of quality found that audio quality affects perceived quality of video, but 

video quality does not have the same effect on perception of audio (Joly, Montard, & 

Buttin, 2001). The same year, a study on correlation between improved audio and user 

quality assessment of video concluded that "audio fidelity has a more pronounced 

impact than visual fidelity on attention and memory… good quality audio can enhance 

the perceived fidelity of the visuals” (Lessiter, Freeman, & Davidoff, 2001) and "the 

presence of audio has a significant impact on the subjective quality of video" (Frater, 

Arnold, & Vahedian, 2001). These findings help demonstrate that audio quality is as 

or more important than video image quality, even if the viewer does not consciously 

evaluate the condition of the audio. 

Technical Factors 

With the somewhat common knowledge that audio quality is an important 

factor for successful video, several studies have been conducted over the years to 

determine what factors cause problems with audio. Several factors become apparent: 

audio synchrony, encoding properties, room acoustics, and ambient room noise. 

Audio Synchrony 

Audio synchrony refers to the synchronization of the sound signal with the 

image being presented. A study of factors that affect learning satisfaction in streaming 

video curriculum found that when “video and sound connectivity is disjointed, the 

experience will be null or at the least frustrating, placing learning barriers in the way 
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of overall satisfaction" (Keenan, 2010). Similarly, a 1997 paper titled “Teaching 

Effectiveness in Technology-Mediated Distance Learning” states that “little delay in 

audio and video signals is particularly important" (Webster & Hackley, 1997) and a 

paper on concurrent musical performance via distance learning audiovisual technology 

finds that audio latency is crucial for success in this setting (Riley, MacLeod, & 

Libera, 2016). 

Encoding Properties 

The type of audio codec (industry jargon for encode/decode) used to translate 

physical sound to a digital signal for electronic storage and transmission via network 

and then back to physical sound through speakers or headphones is one factor that can 

affect the quality of audio in video content. A 2015 paper that examines how different 

audio codecs can affect quality as perceived by the listener concludes that “lossy" 

(lower quality, lower bitrate) codecs were rated as lower quality by listeners (Pocta & 

Beerends, 2015). This finding provides useful information on ways that low-quality 

audio can affect learner perception. Another study attempts to quantify levels of audio 

sampling rate conversion on listener perceptions of quality. The term "sampling rate" 

refers to the number of discrete samples (audio pixels) captured per second from a 

continuous audio signal. This study shows that people tend to be more sensitive to 

audio quality loss at lower sampling rates (which are easier to move across a network) 

than higher sampling rates. Although Qin’s study is more about network transmission 

quality than capture quality, it still demonstrates that lower bitrate can degrade audio 

quality in ways that are noticeable by the viewer (2014). 

10 
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Room Acoustics and Ambient Noise 

Other studies examine the role of room acoustical properties or noise that can 

disrupt audio quality in a learning space. One research study on conference room 

design concludes that "acceptance is maximized when the conferencing system 

provides a realistic virtual presence between users,” citing acoustics and speech 

intelligibility as key components of this effect. Although this paper concentrates on 

how architectural design for teleconference rooms influences phone audio, the heavy 

emphasis on acoustic components illustrates the value of high-quality audio in 

delivery of video content (Coudriet & Babich, 2012).  

Mechanical noise generated by common classroom fixtures such as air 

conditioning systems and projector fans, as well as ambient room noise caused by 

room occupants randomly shuffling papers, tapping feet, and so on is generally easy 

for an in-person learner to tune out due to what is known as the “cocktail party” effect, 

which refers to the ability of people to selectively focus their attention on one sound 

source in the presence of many sound sources (Pollack & Pickett, 1957). “Human 

brains are tuned to understanding speech, even under the worst of audio conditions, 

but the clearer the audio signal, the easier it is to understand” (Yankelovich, Kaplan, 

Provino, Wessler, & DiMicco, 2006). Because microphones and recording devices 

treat all sound as equal, someone watching a video will hear all the noise come out of 

a speaker at the same level as the intentional sound (usually, a speaker) without the 

ability to easily “filter out” noise via the “cocktail party” effect (Pollack & Pickett, 

1957). The audio signal from a video also all comes from the same source- 

headphones or speakers- rather than being naturally reflected from walls and furniture 

in a physical environment, further distorting how sound is perceived by the viewer. 

11 
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Yankelovich et al., continue: “when an audio signal is degraded due to low fidelity or 

background noise, a number of problems occur… listeners have to strain to hear the 

speech, thus expending considerable mental effort to understand the words, [making] 

it more difficult to focus on the content of what is being said” (2006).  A degraded 

audio signal can also make it considerably more difficult for a listener to understand 

soft-spoken or differently accented speakers.  

Another audiology study looks at how acoustical attributes in physical 

classrooms affects learning and perception in students; the authors conclude that 

background noise and reflected audio "can mask speech and smear important temporal 

cues that are necessary for accurate speech and language reception", especially among 

students who are also challenged with some form of hearing impairment (Smaldino & 

Crandell, 2000). This type of acoustic distortion in a physical environment can be 

magnified in a flat audio channel such as that often found in low-bandwidth video. 

Audiology and Noise 

Audio quality can be adversely affected by several factors, most of which can 

be referred to simply as “noise”. The word “noise” is generally meant to describe 

unwanted sound, but it can encompass other types of signal disruption, whether in 

physics, data analysis, or otherwise. Acoustically, noise is unwanted or unintended 

sound that is considered unpleasant or disruptive; “noise” and “sound” are primarily 

differentiated by how they are received and perceived by the brain. The field of 

audiology has conducted considerable research into the effects of noise on human 

health and performance to understand what noise is subjective and when noise can be 

physically disruptive to an environment or those within it.  
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A study from 1978 shows that "noise has a negative effect on performance in 

cases where the work task involves listening or conversing” (Ahrlin, 1978). The study 

notes that noise can affect blood pressure, mental concentration, motivation, increase 

anxiety, and contribute to behavioral disorders. A study on the effect of noise on 

learning and academic achievement finds that “noise has direct negative effects on 

student learning” on elementary school-age students (Gilavand & Jamshidnezhad, 

2016). Several studies show that noise in a learning environment can have adverse 

impacts on retention and comprehension (Ahrlin, 1978; Chandler & Sweller, 1991; 

Clark, 2008; Walinder, Gunnarsson, Runeson, & Smedje, 2007). Conversely, a study 

of the use and effectiveness of classroom audio technology shows that "amplifying a 

teacher’s voice results in exceptional improvement in reading and language test scores 

for all students” (Bebb, 2005); the finding that reduced noise in an audio signal 

correlates with improved retention and other learning outcomes helps confirm the 

notion that noise adversely affects learning. 

This effect is made clear by studies that measure noise levels in schools and 

homes. Researchers in 1973 examined the relationship between a child's auditory and 

verbal skills and the noisiness of their home by comparing the test scores and overall 

grades of children who lived in a high-rise apartment building; the children who lived 

in apartments on lower floors—closer to the highway, with higher measured noise 

levels—had lower academic performance overall than children in higher floors further 

away from traffic noise (Cohen, Glass, & Singer, 1973). A similar study of the effects 

of airplane noise on academic performance of school children indicates that closer 

exposure to airplane noise significantly correlated with poorer academic performance 
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(Haines, Stansfield, Head, & Job, 2002). Another paper finds that children in noisy 

learning environments show considerably different levels of learning ability and 

general productivity when compared to children in “serene learning environments” 

(Ana, Shendell, Brown, & Sridhar, 2009). According to another study, even 

classrooms not afflicted with traffic or airport noise often have noise levels that 

require considerable listening effort “when listening at signal-to-noise ratios that are 

typical of the school classroom" (Howard, Munro, & Plack, 2010). 

Some theories from audiology are useful for examining these issues. Cognitive 

Load Theory (CLT) helps explain why noise is not conducive to learning situations. 

Cognitive Load Theory is “concerned with the manner in which cognitive resources 

are focused and used during learning and problem solving (Chandler & Sweller, 

1991). In short, distractions in the learning environment use more of a student’s finite 

mental processing resources and are, therefore, impediments to learning and problem-

solving. "Human brains are tuned to understanding speech, even under the worst of 

audio conditions… when an audio signal is degraded due to low fidelity or 

background noise, a number of problems occur. First, listeners have to strain to hear 

the speech, thus expending considerable mental effort to understand the words. This 

makes it more difficult to focus on the content of what is being said” (Yankelovich, 

Kaplan, Provino, Wessler, & DiMicco, 2006). This description makes sense to anyone 

who has been distracted by barking dogs or noisy neighbors while trying to write or 

study; distractions cause cognitively intensive tasks to take longer and become more 

prone to error than without distraction.  
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Another framework that may help illuminate why noise can be deleterious to 

learning is the Limited Capacity Model of Mediated Motivated Message Processing, 

or LC4MP for short (Lang, 2009). This theory examines the “actual time period when 

messages are being processed by individuals within an environment” (2009) to try and 

understand how various media signals are interpreted and processed by the brain and 

how variables in the learning environment (such as media signals and classroom 

design) interact with each other and in the mind of the learner. According to LC4MP, 

cognitive overload is not solely determined by the level of resources allocated to 

processing the message but that it is co-determined by the number of resources 

required by the message. Some messages, such as simple text, may require few 

resources when compared to a 3D movie or other multisensory media. Further, the 

same message may require fewer resources for an expert in the topic than for a novice. 

This interaction between the resources required to process the message and the 

resources allocated to processing it determines, ultimately, whether cognitive overload 

occurs. While watching online course video, a student is exposed to many sources of 

mental stimulation; the learning environment alone contains video and audio input, 

nonverbal cues from the recorded speaker, and alerts and other notifications in the 

video or online learning platform. Compound this with other stimuli from their 

immediate physical environment—cell phone, roommates, pressures of other course 

work, and so on—and the value of making course video as appealing (or at least as 

hassle-free) as possible becomes apparent. With so much competing for their attention, 

students are more likely to avoid stimulus that does not provide enjoyment or 

gratification. Anything an educator can do to keep the course video free of 
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unnecessary distraction improves the chance that the messages within the video will 

actually get through to the student.  

The complexity of a message can influence how that message is processed and 

remembered (Lang, et al., 2013). Lang, et al. demonstrate that when exposed to certain 

stimuli in video and audio (such as a change of voice, the presence of music, sound 

effects, emotionally loaded words, and other factors (Potter, 2000; Lang, Bolls, Potter, 

& Kawahara, 1999; Rodero, Potter, & Prieto, 2017), people exhibit reflexive 

physiological responses that affect the cognitive processing load required to 

understand and remember the information in the message (2013). Potter & Choi also 

show correlation between auditory structural complexity and cognitive processing 

capacity (2006). The findings that audio conditions within a video affect cognition and 

retention are relevant to the question of how audio quality might affect ways that 

video is understood and remembered by the viewer. 

The research and studies reviewed above seem to provide ample evidence that 

because noise can create barriers to learning in classrooms, homes, and other 

environments, it follows that noise in video-based learning environments will have the 

same effect. LC4MP theory cautions us to reconsider this assumption: it could very 

well be that the audio levels and clarity present in most online course video is 

acceptable to learners and does not cause problems. A 2014 study on the effectiveness 

of several multimedia educational material concludes that “multimedia materials 

should reduce cognitive load and optimize use of working memory” (Chen & Wu, 

2015); perhaps the presence of multiple forms of media delivering the same message 

in concert reduces the need for any one media type to be “perfect” in delivery. 
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The topic of audio in video has been examined in several papers and studies. 

Nothing found yet specifically looks at whether the audio quality of an educational 

video influences learning outcomes, but a few studies provide adjacent perspective. A 

paper published for a 1998 distance learning conference addresses the importance of 

audio in video learning material (Richarson, 1998). Richardson offers practical advice 

for overcoming many challenges for ensuring high-quality audio but does not 

demonstrate a correlation between audio quality and academic outcomes (1998). The 

study instead treats such a correlation as a given. Nevertheless, this paper provides 

good information on why recorded sound is inherently inferior to listening in person, 

as well as useful explanations of many factors that can diminish the quality of audio in 

a classroom and the recording (Richarson, 1998).  

An examination of medical video conferencing quality attributes highlights the 

importance of video having audio that is "as close to the natural audio level as 

possible" with "no loss of words… [and] a high signal to noise ratio" and even 

provides recommendations on specific microphone types to help ensure high-quality 

audio (LeRouge, Garfield, & Hevner, 2002). These studies show that end-users prefer 

higher-quality audio, but do not demonstrate whether audio quality influences learning 

or retention. 

A study on the effects of Digital Noise Reduction (DNR) on speech 

recognition among hearing aid users indicates that although DNR-processed sound 

was preferred, DNR may not be necessary for speech recognition (Ricketts & 

Hornsby, 2005). Although it is interesting to learn that hearing aid users prefer DNR 

processing whether they know it is in use, this finding does not address learning and 
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retention. Another study on digital noise reduction technology in hearing aids is more 

helpful; in this case, the use of Noise Reduction (NR) technology used in hearing aids 

demonstrates that reducing noise in audio frees up cognitive resources for other mental 

tasks, such as retention (Sarampalis, Kalluri, Edwards, & Hafter, 2009).  The authors 

note, “Communication is a process that involves more than the auditory functions of 

the periphery, such as selectively attending to sound sources, storing information in 

memory, using context information to improve understanding” (Sarampalis, Kalluri, 

Edwards, & Hafter, 2009). Hearing aid users in the study who were exposed to NR 

algorithms report "improved sound quality, better ease of listening, and sometimes 

even a perceived improvement in speech understanding” (2009). It is easy to 

extrapolate this conclusion to include audio in educational video, but an LC4MP 

perspective prompts testing of this assumption. 

Modern online course video is to a large degree interactive; students can view 

the content when they feel mentally prepared for class and can rewind the video to re-

watch sections they may have missed or otherwise have trouble understanding. This 

interaction takes place better when the learner is not distracted by technical problems 

(Pelz, 2010). A 2017 study into the correlation between multimedia quality and 

learning outcomes is helpful for determining the role of audio as the authors declare 

that “badly designed multimedia has negative consequences on the cognitive load of 

learners”, thus damaging the learning process (Tekkumru-Kisa & Stein, 2017). 

Can students muddle through poor quality audio in their online courses? It is 

likely that many of them are already doing so, but it should be determined how and 

why this can be improved. If the goal of pedagogy is to help students build knowledge, 
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it is best to do so as clearly as possible. This study expands the available field of 

information on this matter and suggests methods and rationale to pay attention to this 

channel of communication in an effort to optimize learning for students who rely on 

online course video as a tool for education. If pedagogy is a process of 

communication, then those engaged in the process are obliged to make this 

communication as clear—and noise free—as they are able. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Producing a quality video requires attention to myriad details: lighting, location, 

camera angle, performance, editing, encoding, and more.  

Cognitive Load Theory helps explain how audio conditions can affect retention 

and other measurable markers of academic progress (Chandler & Sweller, 1991). In 

1990, these researchers were able to demonstrate that multiple channels of learning 

can interfere with whether and how fast a subject could learn a new skill; a subject 

exposed to one source of information, such printed instructions, would often learn the 

taught skill faster and more accurately than subjects who were made to watch 

instructions in addition to being provided a rule sheet, especially if there was a mis-

match between the two sets of instruction (Chandler & Sweller, 1991). By extension, 

it can be expected that students who need to simultaneously assimilate information via 

multimedia channels will be slowed down by mis-matched channels of media, such as 

unsynchronized or noisy audio. 

LC4MP—the Limited Capacity Model of Motivated Mediated Messaging— draws 

from psychology, bio physiology, and cognition to reveal how the human brain 

processes and reacts to exposure to several channels of media simultaneously (Lang, 

2009). LC4MP shows how the effects of audio condition on learning and retention are 

the result of complex interaction of various technical and pedagogical factors and the 

listener’s motivation. In cases where media is complex but the information being 

delivered is simple, a viewer can absorb and retain information easier than a complex 

and information-dense message that the viewer deems especially important. A 
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viewer’s motivation plays a key role in this scenario; a student who is cramming for a 

crucial exam they worry about passing is more prone to cognitive distraction than a 

student watching a video for their own curiosity. Similarly, what may be a complex 

message for a novice may not be as challenging to an expert. According to Lang, the 

interaction between the resources required to process the message and the resources 

allocated to processing it determines… whether cognitive overload occurs (Lang, 

2009).”  

Through the LC4MP perspective, it is understandable how a video with poor audio 

quality can cause a motivated learner to work harder to understand and process the 

same content when presented clearly and without noise. The interaction of motivation 

with media quality is an important factor to consider when examining ways that audio 

quality can affect a viewer’s understanding and retention of video content.  

Retention is a discreet, easy to measure variable- a subject either remembers some 

information or they do not. If audio quality effects retention, then it may be possible to 

measure retention with a short survey that has right and wrong answers. If subjects 

exposed to more noise exhibit lower retention, this could indicate an effect of audio 

quality on other learning outcomes as well.  A 2019 paper examined the use of viewer 

retention data to assess educational video for effectiveness of instructional design 

(Oppl, Gutmann, Lazic, & Mühlburger, 2019). This study shows that measuring 

retention can be an effective metric for measuring viewer retention and sets precedent 

for retention measures employed in this research effort (2019). 

Because several other studies have examined how subjects perceive the credibility 

image quality, or overall quality of a video (Cummins & Chambers, 2011; Frater, 
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Arnold, & Vahedian, 2001; Ghinea & Thomas, 1998; Joly, Montard, & Buttin, 2001; 

Lessiter, Freeman, & Davidoff, 2001), this study will attempt to examine whether 

audio quality in this experiment has an observable effect on subjects’ reported 

perception of the video in several production factors. 

Because sound is unseen, it is often—literally—overlooked. Poor audio quality 

can render an otherwise well-produced video unusable, or at least unpleasant. to the 

viewer. Whether this is enough to impede learning has yet to be established. This 

research effort is meant to help determine: 

RQ1. Is there any detectable correlation between audio fidelity and retention? 

RQ2. Is there any correlation between audio fidelity and user perception of 

the content? 

Methods 

To investigate these questions, participants were shown one of three short 

video presentations of a speaker delivering a short lecture created especially for this 

study and then asked to respond to a survey to measure their retention and perception 

of the video content. All three videos contain identical visual content, with the only 

difference being the level of audio quality (high, medium, and low). Participants were 

randomly assigned to watch a video from one of the three audio types and then asked 

to complete a survey to measure their retention and perception of the technical quality 

of the video.  

Video Production 

A guest speaker was recruited to put together a short lecture on their topic of 

choice. A teacher and stage performer with decades of experience in public speaking 
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and teaching, the speaker is highly competent at speaking with volume and diction 

appropriate for the presentation. A resident of the same region as most of the student 

participants, the speaker’s voice and speaking style reduce the chance that an unusual 

accent or cadence might alter the way the participants listen to and understand the 

speaker’s voice.  To help reduce the likelihood that participants could answer the 

assessment portion of the survey with preexisting knowledge, the speaker was asked to 

select a niche topic that he felt comfortable speaking about but one that few college-

age participants were likely already familiar with. The speaker provided the researcher 

with a copy of the manuscript as reference for the post-survey questions that would be 

posed to participants. The questions for the assessment covered information presented 

in the video by the lecturer, such as nations, Native American tribe names, and 

historical dates. 

The speaker’s performance was recorded in an empty office on the eighth floor 

of the Media & Communication building on the Lubbock campus of Texas Tech 

University. Although not as acoustically isolated as a recording studio, the room was 

reliably quiet in the low-40s decibel range and is typical of spaces where faculty 

members often record video content for courses, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Base-level decibel meter reading for the recording room 

Recording by oneself in an empty room is a common practice in many 

“flipped” video lectures found in online courses; the lack of live audience also 

prevented unplanned changes in the lecturer’s speaking style or attention and allowed 

the speaker the ability to focus on the delivering the lecture to the camera. 

To create three video files with the same visual content but differing levels of 

audio quality, three Canon Vixia HFR400 high-definition video cameras were placed 

as close together as tripods (Libec TH-X H model) would allow. The lenses of each 

camera were approximately 7” from each other, all close enough to each other and far 

enough from the speaker (approximately 10’) to allow a near-identical framing of the 

speaker for each video, shown in Figure 2. All three cameras used factory default 

settings, with audio input set to 75% on all units. 
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Figure 2: Recording room and lecture recording cameras in close proximity 

Other equipment used for video production included a MacBook Pro (model 

1398) attached to a 27” Apple Cinema display placed just below the cameras to serve 

as a teleprompter for the speaker. A different microphone type was used for each 

camera to get different levels of audio quality (more information on microphones is 

below).  

Audio Quality 

The microphone built-in to the Vixia camcorder was used to supply the low-

quality audio. Located within the camera body, this microphone is situated several feet 

away from the speaker and is also subject to all other sounds in the room, such as air 

handlers, computer mouse clicks, etc. A Rode “shotgun” (directional) microphone was 

used to capture mid-quality audio. This type of microphone is designed to capture 

audio at a distance when pointed at a sound source and is often used in amateur and 

semi-professional audio/video production commonly found in educational video. This 

microphone is mounted on the camera and records the speaker from a similar distance 
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as the low-quality onboard microphone, approximately ten feet from the speaker. A 

Shure FP1G5 lavalier microphone clipped to the speaker’s shirt was used to record the 

high-quality audio. The design of this microphone combined with its close proximity 

to the speaker helped ensure that clear, high-quality audio was captured. After 

recording, the video files were evaluated to confirm that the goal of creating three 

distinct audio levels was accomplished. The built-in and shotgun microphones resulted 

in quieter recordings that did not pick up the speaker very clearly and also captured 

unintentional sounds such white noise from air handler ducts in the ceiling, which was 

not particularly audible to someone in the room. All devices used are commonly used 

for educational video production, and indeed were borrowed from the College of 

Media & Communication student audiovisual equipment checkout pool for this 

research. 

Research Approval 

The experiment proposal was submitted for approval to Texas Tech’s 

Institutional Review Board (IRB). IRB approval (TTU IRB # IRB2021-560) ensures 

that the experiment complies with federal regulations, state laws, and local and 

University policies meant to protect the rights and welfare of human subjects. This 

experiment follows the College of Media and Communication Research Subject 

Participant Pool Policies and Procedures on file with the IRB and approved by Dr. 

Rosemary Cogan on 11/21/2014. Once approved, a study announcement was posted to 

the College of Media and Communication’s Sona System site by the principal 

investigator.  
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Participation 

Undergraduate students from the subject pool in the College of Media and 

Communication at TTU were recruited for this study and enrolled using the CoMC 

Sona research system. Students in this group are typically in the 18-24 age range. Sona 

features a secure online enrollment system that allows students to view research 

participation opportunities and enroll in studies that suit their availability. The Sona 

system keeps participant information private and secure. Instructors for most CoMC 

courses offer course credit to students who participate in research, which provided 

incentive for students to participate. 

Following participation in the study, the investigator uses Sona and 

corresponding check-in data to indicate who participated so that students receive 

participation credit from their instructors.  Participation and check-in lists are kept 

separate from the questionnaires and are not linked in any way to data collected. 

Facilities and Equipment 

The study was conducted at the Communications Research Center (CCR), 

located within the Media & Communication building on the Lubbock campus of 

Texas Tech University. Located in the basement, the facility provides acoustic 

insulation from sounds of traffic, passersby, and other outside sources. Within the lab, 

computers are located at desks in standard office cubicles.  
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Figure 3: Computers in CCR cubicles used by participants 

Several hundred pairs of earbud-style headphones were provided by the 

College to facilitate this research. Use of headphones provided a consistent audio 

environment to participants and allowed for multiple participants to simultaneously 

engage with the study without disturbing one another. Student participants were 

allowed to keep the headphones at the conclusion of the study; this removed the need 

for extensive cleaning of equipment shared by participants for the study and reduced 

the odds of transfer of Covid-19 and other microbes. Other shared equipment, such as 

chairs, mice, and keyboards were sanitized with anti-microbial wipes after each 

participant use. 
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Figure 4: Earbud-style headphones issued to participants 

Procedure 

Upon arrival, participants were seated at computer stations, asked to sign 

consent forms, issued a set of headphones, and given instructions on how to proceed. 

A link to the Qualtrics survey tool on each computer desktop made it quick and easy 

for participants to get started. Qualtrics software was used to host links to the video 

files, randomly assign participants to an audio group, and deliver survey questions and 
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record survey answers. Research sessions took place between 5:00pm and 7:00pm 

several weekday evenings in Fall of 2021. 

Before watching the video, participants were given a brief overview of what to 

expect during their participation in the survey, informed that their participation is 

voluntary, and that they can leave at any time without penalty. Buttons were removed 

from the video player in which the video played for participants to prevent them from 

rewinding, fast-forwarding, or playing the video at a different speed. At the end of the 

survey, participants were thanked for their time, given a short overview of the research 

intention, and offered an opportunity to sign up to learn the results of the experiment. 

Most participants took 20-25 minutes to watch the video and complete the assessment. 

Post Video Survey 

After watching the video, participants answered several multiple-choice 

questions regarding specific information delivered verbally in the video. Next, 

participants answered questions regarding their perception of the video production 

quality. Answers to a Likert-type scale rating are used to gauge the participant’s 

perception of the quality of the information, technical quality, and overall 

presentation.  

Finally, participants were asked to disclose whether they have ever required or 

requested accommodations related to their ability to hear. Affirmative responses 

require removal of the participants’ entire responses to prevent known hearing 

difficulties from skewing data meant to examine audio quality. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Research participation took place on 29 non-concurrent days during the Fall 

2021 semester. 176 students participated in the research. Of these, 64 (36.36%) were 

male and 112 (63.63%) female. 17 (9.66) of participants indicated that they had 

previously requested accommodations for hearing in the past, so these results were 

discarded. Due to mechanisms meant to protect participant identity, gender data for 

hearing-impaired students is not available.  

Table: demographics of 176 participants by gender and hearing ability 

RQ1 

RQ1 investigates whether audio quality is related to retention of information 

presented in a video. At the conclusion of the video, students first took a nine-question 

multiple choice assessment; answers to all questions were presented by the speaker in 

the video. Answers to the questions were recoded so that correct answers had a score 

of 1 and incorrect answers had a score of zero. The scores of participants in each audio 

group were added to find the mean score for each group; these scores were compared 

to determine whether any of the audio groups had a significantly different score than 
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the others. To measure variation between the three independent audio quality groups, 

Analysis of Variance test was conducted to examine the average retention score for 

each group.  

The test revealed a significant effect of audio quality on assessment scores, 

F(2, 156) = 5.33, p < .006.  (Note that the Brown-Forsythe correction for degrees of 

freedom was applied due to violation of the homogeneity of variances assumption.) 

Regarding RQ1, results of the post-hoc multiple comparisons test using Bonferroni’s 

correction for family-wise error were consulted.  The test indicated that participants in 

the high-quality audio group answered more questions correctly on average (M = 4.25, 

SD = 1.38) compared to those who received medium-quality (M = 3.49, SD = 1.35) or 

low-quality audio (M = 3.52, SD = 1.31.) It should be noted that the scores of the 

medium- and low-quality audio groups did not differ much from one another. 

RQ1 Discussion 

 Cognitive Load Theory suggests that noise has detrimental effects on retention 

because a distracted brain has fewer cognitive resources to recognize, process, and 

retain information presented in a noisy environment (Chandler & Sweller, 1991). 

Through this perspective, it is expected that participants with the least audio 

distraction—the high-quality audio group—will be better able to retain information 

than the participants who got medium- or low-quality audio; the findings of RQ1 are 

consistent with the principles of Cognitive Load Theory (1991).  

This finding also bolsters an assertion from a 2017 study that concluded that 

low-quality media can have “negative consequences on the cognitive load of learners” 

(Akhter, 2017) as well as findings from a 2014 study that concluded the multimedia 
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memory (Chen & Wu, 2015). This result also seems to confirm conclusions by 

Lessiter, et al., that “audio fidelity has a more pronounced impact than visual fidelity 

on attention and memory” (2001) and several other studies that emphasize the 

importance of audio quality for improved learning outcomes (Potter, 2000; Lang, 

Bolls, Potter, & Kawahara, 1999; Rodero, Potter, & Prieto, 2017; LeRouge, Garfield, 

& Hevner, 2002; Sarampalis, Kalluri, Edwards, & Hafter, 2009). Retention is a useful 

measure for understanding whether and to what extent participants learn from video 

content, a method used by other researchers into the effectiveness of educational video 

(Oppl, Gutmann, Lazic, & Mühlburger, 2019).  

RQ2 

RQ2 investigates whether there is a relation between audio quality group and 

user perception of the quality of the content. After the multiple-choice retention 

assessment, participants were asked to rate the quality of several production aspects of 

the video on a categorical scale. Participants were asked to rate six production factors 

(image, lighting, audio, presenter skill, general technical quality and overall 

presentation quality) on a Likert-type five-point scale that ranges from “Terrible”, 

“Poor”, “Acceptable”, “Good”, up to “Excellent.” Each category was examined with 

Chi-square test of independence to determine whether audio condition is related to 

viewer perception of different aspects of the video.  

Early interpretations of the data quickly revealed that participants do not 

provide consistent appraisal of quality in various categories; the definition of “good”, 

33 
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“excellent”, “poor”, and “terrible” and the difference between these levels is likely 

different for each participant. Data analysis on the five-point rating scale was mostly 

inconclusive (results presented for each production factor below), so the data were 

recoded to combine “excellent” and “good” ratings into a new variable, “positive”, 

with “poor” and “terrible” recoded to show “negative” ratings. “Adequate” rating was 

left as is.  

Count of rating frequencies are provided for each production factor in both the 

five-point and three-point scales, followed by results of Chi-square test of 

independence for both five- and three-point scales. Some light observations are 

offered with analysis results of each production factor, followed by a general 

discussion of effects of audio quality on viewer perception. 
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Production Factor 1: Overall Professional Quality 

Table 1 shows the frequencies for participant ratings of “overall professional 

quality” across audio quality groups.  

Table 1: Frequencies for participant ratings of Overall Professional Quality 

across audio quality groups 

A Chi-square test of independence was performed on data from the five-point 

scale to assess the relationship between participant perception of overall professional 

quality for the video and audio quality group. The results of the test, χ2 (8) = 13.66, p 

< .091, do not show a significant relationship between audio quality and perceived 

overall professional quality. Chi-square test of independence performed on data from 

the three-point scale shows an even less significant result, χ2 (4) = 5.104, p < .277.  

A simple comparison of positive versus negative ratings for categories shows 

that high-quality audio received more favorable ratings than medium- and low-quality 

audio (figure 1a). This data is far from conclusive, however. It is possible that a larger 

data set could reveal whether this is a reliable trend. Future such studies should 

provide participants with a definition of what constitutes “professional quality” before 

being asked to rate this quality. 
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Figure 1a: Percentages of positive/negative ratings of Overall Professional Quality 

for each audio quality group 
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Production Factor 2: General Technical Quality 
 Table 2 shows the frequencies for participant ratings of “general technical 

quality” across audio quality groups. 

Table 2: Frequencies for participant ratings of General Technical Quality across 

audio quality groups 

A Chi-square test of independence for this category shows a statistically 

significant effect, χ2 (8) = 17.74, p < .023. Similarly, a Chi-square test of 

independence performed on data from the three-point scale also show a significant 

effect, albeit to a lesser degree, χ2 (4) = 10.216, p < .037.  

A comparison of positive versus negative ratings for categories shows that 

high-quality audio received more favorable ratings than low-quality audio (figure 2a). 
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Figure 2a: Percentages of positive/negative ratings of General Technical Quality for 

each audio quality group 

Although it appears that audio quality can affect perception of general 

technical quality, different results between assessment of “professional” and 

“technical” quality metrics could indicate that either viewers do not associate 

“technical” quality with “professional” quality or simply did not understand the 

difference in these similar-sounding categories. As with the previous production 

quality rating, participants should be provided with a reference of what comprises 

“technical quality.” Still, this result is consistent with existing literature that 
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Arnold, & Vahedian, 2001; Pocta & Beerends, 2015).  
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Production Factor 3: Lighting Quality 

 Table 3 shows the frequencies for participant ratings of “lighting quality” 

across audio quality groups.  

Table 3: Frequencies for participant ratings of Lighting Quality across audio quality 

groups 

A Chi-Square Test of Independence was performed to assess the relationship 

between audio quality and viewer perception of lighting quality. Results from this test, 

χ2 (8) = 12.36, p < .136, show no significant relation between audio quality and 

perceived quality of lighting. However, a Chi-square test of independence performed 

on data from the three-point scale does show a somewhat significant result, χ2 (4) = 

10.003, p < .040.  

A comparison of positive versus negative ratings for categories shows that 

high-quality audio received more favorable ratings than low-quality audio, but not 

higher than medium-quality audio, as also observed with ratings for general technical 

skill (figure 3). Of mild interest is the fact that zero participants in the low-quality 

audio group rated lighting quality as “excellent”. 
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Figure 3: Percentages of positive/negative ratings of Lighting Quality for each audio 

quality group 
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Production Factor 4: Image Quality 
 Table 4 shows the frequencies for participant ratings of “image quality” across 

audio quality groups. Of note is the fact that zero participants in the high-quality audio 

group rated image quality as “terrible”. 

Table 4: Frequencies for participant ratings of Image Quality across audio quality 

groups 

A chi-square test of independence was used to evaluate the relation between 

audio group and perceived image quality within the video as measured on the five-

point scale. The results suggest that viewers in the high-quality audio group rated the 

image quality better than participants who received medium- and low-quality audio, 

χ2 (8) = 22.35, p < .004. Results of a Chi-square test of independence on the three-

point scale show a similar significant effect, χ2 (4) = 14.615, p < .006.  

A simple comparison of positive versus negative ratings for categories shows 

that high-quality audio received more favorable ratings than low-quality audio, but not 

higher than medium-quality audio (figure 4), as also observed with ratings of general 

technical quality.  
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Figure 4: Percentages of Positive/Negative Ratings of Image Quality 

This observation, along with the findings on lighting quality, suggests further 

investigation into effects of audio quality on perception of visual content. 
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Production Factor 5: Presenter Skill and Knowledge 

Table 5 shows the frequencies for participant ratings of “presenter skill & 

knowledge” across audio quality groups.  

Table 5: Presenter Skill & Knowledge Five-Point Scale 

Chi-square test of independence was used to explore the relationship between 

audio quality and viewer perception of the presenter skill and knowledge as measured 

on the five-point scale. Results from this test, χ2 (8) = 7.73, p < .461, indicate that the 

audio quality did not influence viewer perceptions of the presenter’s skill and 

knowledge. Results of a Chi-square test of independence on the three-point scale show 

similar results, χ2 (4) = 4.611, p < .330.  

Statistics aside, a simple comparison of positive versus negative ratings for 

categories may be good news for instructors worried about effects of audio quality on 

their credibility; the presenter was overwhelmingly rated favorably among all audio 

groups, as seen in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Percentages of Positive/Negative Ratings of Presenter Skill & Knowledge 
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Production Factor 6: Audio Quality 
Table 6 shows the frequencies for participant ratings of “audio quality” across 

audio quality groups. Of note, zero participants in the low-quality audio group rated 

the audio quality as “excellent”.  

Table 6: Audio Quality Five-Point Scale 

A Chi-Square Test of Independence was performed to assess the relationship 

between audio group and reported audio quality. Unsurprisingly, the test shows a 

significant result: χ2 (8) = 23.27, p < .003. Results of a Chi-square test of 

independence on the three-point scale show similar results, χ2 (4) = 16.613, p < .002. 

The low-quality audio group had the highest negative ratings of all six 

production categories, as seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Percentages of Positive/Negative Ratings of Audio Quality 

Participants in the low-quality audio group seem quite aware that the audio 

quality is sub-par, which reinforces earlier findings that audio degradation has a 

serious impact on a viewer’s perception of media quality (Pocta & Beerends, 2015). 
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RQ2 Discussion 

Although there are indications in the RQ2 that audio quality can affect viewer 

perception of some factors, this data does not seem to clearly answer the question of 

whether audio quality affects overall viewer perception of a video. Other studies have 

shown that audio quality can have an effect on viewer perception of content; viewers 

will rely on audio for information if visual information is distorted (Ghinea & 

Thomas, 1998). Good audio contributes to higher ratings of video while better quality 

video does not affect ratings of audio (Joly, Montard, & Buttin, 2001). Viewers 

consider video to be less credible and of overall poorer quality when audio quality is 

lacking (Cummins & Chambers, 2011; Newman & Schwarz, 2018; Frater, Arnold, & 

Vahedian, 2001). The lessons of Lang’s Limited Capacity Model of Mediated 

Motivated Message Processing may help explain some of the inconclusive results of 

the RQ2 data: some viewers may simply not be too concerned with audio quality as 

long as the important information can be understood, or the participants did not regard 

the information presented in the video to be important to remember (Lang, 2009).  

One important lesson from this study is the need to educate participants on 

expectations for and definitions of quality in audio and video production factors; 

participants cannot be expected to have the same experience of various audio/visual 

conditions. Still, the data point to potential directions of further research. A future 

study of audio impacts on viewer perceptions that uses different questions, provides 

clearer expectations for participants, and more precise scales could show that audio 

quality affects a viewer’s overall perception of video content. In this study, a nominal 

rating scale would have been better than the ordinal scale used in RQ2. Use of terms 
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such as “professional quality” and “technical quality” should be defined for 

participants because these terms could have different or completely interchangeable 

meanings for different people. More specific questions and gauges would likely have 

resulted in clearer results for RQ2.  
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REVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS 

This research effort is primarily meant to determine whether audio quality has 

impacts on learning outcomes. Just as blurry text can annoy or impair a reader, unclear 

audio has similar effects on a listener. Eyes can be closed as a quick defense against 

poor visual quality, but it is not as easy to escape unpleasant sound.  

Based on prior research on the effect of noise in a physical classroom on 

student learning (Smaldino & Crandell, 2000; Ana, Shendell, Brown, & Sridhar, 2009; 

Shield & Dockrell, 2008; Richarson, 1998), it is not surprising to find that noise in a 

video environment can have similar effects on retention as noise in a physical 

environment. Results of RQ1 demonstrate that retention is lower among learners who 

are exposed to a lower-quality audio source. Future research into this phenomenon 

might try to identify a threshold between negative and negligible effects of various 

levels of audio quality on cognitive load and retention. 

Although the results of RQ2 in this study are somewhat inconclusive, they still 

provide data for the matter of viewer perceptions and indicate directions for future 

research and conversation. The data for perception of “Overall Professional Quality” 

could be inconclusive because the term was too vague for some participants, or the 

term has different meanings for different participants; what may seem like 

professional quality to one participant may appear amateur to another. Providing 

definitions of what is meant by “Overall Professional Quality” and measuring 

responses on a nominal, rather than ordinal, scale could contribute to more definitive 

results. 

49 
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Results of the “General Technical Quality” category indicate that participants 

understand that audio quality is a technical production factor, and that participants in 

the low-quality audio group understood at some level that they were subjected to a 

video object of lower technical quality. Still, the use of an undefined term for this 

production factor along with the ordinal scale used to measure perception should be 

avoided in future studies to obtain more concrete results. 

Although the three-point ordinal scale showed an effect of audio quality on 

perception of “Lighting Quality”, the five-point scale disagrees. As with the previous 

two production factors, limitations of the gauge used to measure perception of lighting 

quality likely contributed to the uncertain results. Additional investigation into effects 

of audio quality on perception of lighting should provide a definition of what 

constitutes quality lighting and forego the ordinal scale in favor of a more precise 

nominal scale. 

The significant finding of audio quality on viewer perception of “Image 

Quality” are not entirely surprising considering previous findings that audio can affect 

viewer perception of video and imagery (Frater, Arnold, & Vahedian, 2001; Joly, 

Montard, & Buttin, 2001; Carter & Boyce, 2003). It could be that this is a matter more 

suited to medical and psychological disciplines more than communication research 

(Ahrlin, 1978), but the result in RQ2 seems to confirm results of previous research and 

suggests that further investigation could yield interesting and useful insights for 

educators. 

Participants in all audio groups had generally favorable ratings of the 

“Presenter Skill & Knowledge”. This could be due to the presenter’s speaking style, 
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the information they delivered in the video, social factors associated with the age and 

gender of the presenter, or some other factor. The presenter is an instructor in another 

department of the university and a popular local musician, so it could also be that 

some of the student participants already have some experience with and favorable 

opinion of this presenter. The findings of RQ2 do not suggest that audio quality 

influences viewer perception of the presenter’s skill and knowledge, though what 

other factors might affect this perception could make for interesting research.  

It is not surprising to find that the most significant result came from participant 

ratings of audio quality in the videos. Although it seems redundant to say that audio 

quality has a significant effect on a viewer’s perception of audio quality, this result 

demonstrates that people notice when they receive poor audio; zero subjects in the 

low-quality audio group rated the audio as excellent, and over 62% of the low-quality 

audio group gave unfavorable ratings to audio quality, as opposed to 37% and 27% in 

the medium- and high-quality groups, respectively. Future studies of these and similar 

production factors should implement an ordinal scale that more easily lends itself to 

data analysis, such as a four- or six-point scale that compels participants to “take a 

side” in evaluating production quality. Similarly, providing participants definitions 

and examples of what constitutes quality in these and other production factors will 

reduce uncertainty about participant expectations and preconceived notions they bring 

to the experiment with them. 

The results of this study have implications for other aspects of education; if 

learning outcomes for students with no reported hearing difficulties can be 

demonstrably affected by poor audio quality, the effect is almost certainly more severe 
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for people who have to contend with hearing difficulties, cognitive issues, or who are 

not native speakers of the language used in the content; such students are at greater 

risk of being negatively impacted by poor audio (Connolly, Dockrell, Shield, Conetta, 

& Cox, 2015). This study has implications for accessibility requirements of 

educational video. In addition to difficulties imposed on human listeners, poor audio 

quality is likely to cause errors in machine-generated captioning of content that is 

increasingly common in modern video production. With the rise of reliance on auto-

captioning, there is increasing chance for errors in captions to go unchecked—and 

incorrect—before reaching the intended audience. The effects of audio quality on 

machine-generated captions is another potential direction for research into effects of 

audio quality. 

Technology costs money, which makes this a concern for education 

administrators who often face difficult decisions about how to allocate institutional 

resources (Pang, 2020). Congress passed the CARES Act in 2020 to supply funds to 

educational institutions intended to help improve distance learning technologies amid 

the COVID-19 pandemic. As institutional leadership works to maximize the impact of 

this and similar funding, research such as this study can help offer guidance on why 

audio quality is important to faculty and students who have no choice but to engage in 

online video learning.  

If most audio is “good enough” for most learners, why spend more on what 

may only offer a marginal improvement? As mentioned earlier, accessibility offers a 

compelling reason to provide the means for an optimal experience by all students, not 

the mere majority. An institution that can demonstrate that it has invested in 
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appropriate technology to meet accessibility needs is less vulnerable to adverse claims, 

not to mention the general improvement that all students enjoy when accessibility and 

Universal Design for Learning principles are implemented (Rose, 2000). Smarter 

planning of educational technology can improve outcomes for all students, not just 

“most”. No technology works perfectly, but careful planning with redundancies 

reduces risk of error and demonstrates that the institution takes accessibility seriously. 

As noted earlier, audio tends to get overlooked simply because it cannot be 

seen. This research is intended not only to justify the need for and cost of better 

microphones, but to help emphasize the pedagogical importance of clear 

communication no matter the medium. 
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APPENDIX 

1. Link to Low-Quality video used in study: https://youtu.be/n21TrY054Uc

2. Link to Medium-Quality video used in study: https://youtu.be/DaPx6I0Uli4

3. Link to High-Quality video used in study: https://youtu.be/rFuHSmfBpD0
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